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PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary of the book and NOT the original book. No Place to
Hide: A 30-minute Summary of Glenn Greenwald's book Inside this Instaread
Summary: Overview of the entire book Introduction to the Important people in the book
Summary and analysis of all the chapters in the book Key Takeaways of the book A
Reader's Perspective Preview of this summary: Chapter 1 Edward Snowden first
contacted Glenn Greenwald on December 1, 2012, using the alias name Cincinnatus.
Snowden is a former Senior Advisor to the NSA, a former Field Officer with the CIA,
and a former lecturer for the United States Defense Intelligence Agency. He had
confidential information he wanted to share with Greenwald, but would only do it if he
knew their connection was secure. Greenwald is a journalist known for his reporting on
the wrongdoings of the National Security Agency (NSA). Snowden wanted Greenwald
to use PGP (pretty good privacy) encryption on his computer so that he could safely
send him some information that he had gathered. Although Greenwald considered
adding these extra security measures to his computer, he was very busy with other
things and did not want to take the time to put the complicated software in place.
Snowden sent him a guide on how to add the encryption, but Greenwald still took no
action. Snowden offered to find someone who could help Greenwald install the system.
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Without positive proof that the information Snowden had was really newsworthy,
Greenwald did not feel motivated to take the steps necessary to install the PGP
encryption. However, without a secure form of communication in place, Snowden was
unwilling to risk sharing the information he had with Greenwald. This communication
between the two took place over several weeks and then came to a standstill. On April
18, Laura Poitras contacted Greenwald. Laura Poitras is a documentary filmmaker who
is known for fearlessly taking risks in making her films. She made three films about the
conduct of the United States during the war on terror, which made her a target of
government officials whenever she entered or left the country. Poitras wanted to talk to
Greenwald about something but would only do it in person and in private in a secure
location...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Edward Snowden, the man who risked everything
to expose the US government’s system of mass surveillance, reveals for the first time
the story of his life, including how he helped to build that system and what motivated
him to try to bring it down. In 2013, twenty-nine-year-old Edward Snowden shocked the
world when he broke with the American intelligence establishment and revealed that
the United States government was secretly pursuing the means to collect every single
phone call, text message, and email. The result would be an unprecedented system of
mass surveillance with the ability to pry into the private lives of every person on earth.
Six years later, Snowden reveals for the very first time how he helped to build this
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system and why he was moved to expose it. Spanning the bucolic Beltway suburbs of
his childhood and the clandestine CIA and NSA postings of his adulthood, Permanent
Record is the extraordinary account of a bright young man who grew up online—a man
who became a spy, a whistleblower, and, in exile, the Internet’s conscience. Written
with wit, grace, passion, and an unflinching candor, Permanent Record is a crucial
memoir of our digital age and destined to be a classic.
Looking Backward: 2000-1887 is a utopian science fiction novel by Edward Bellamy, a
lawyer and writer from Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts; it was first published in 1887.
According to Erich Fromm, Looking Backward is "one of the most remarkable books
ever published in America".
The shocking untold story of the elite secret society of hackers fighting to protect our
privacy, our freedom -- even democracy itself Cult of the Dead Cow is the tale of the
oldest, most respected, and most famous American hacking group of all time. Though
until now it has remained mostly anonymous, its members invented the concept of
hacktivism, released the top tool for testing password security, and created what was
for years the best technique for controlling computers from afar, forcing giant
companies to work harder to protect customers. They contributed to the development of
Tor, the most important privacy tool on the net, and helped build cyberweapons that
advanced US security without injuring anyone. With its origins in the earliest days of the
Internet, the cDc is full of oddball characters -- activists, artists, even future politicians.
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Many of these hackers have become top executives and advisors walking the corridors
of power in Washington and Silicon Valley. The most famous is former Texas
Congressman and current presidential candidate Beto O'Rourke, whose time in the cDc
set him up to found a tech business, launch an alternative publication in El Paso, and
make long-shot bets on unconventional campaigns. Today, the group and its followers
are battling electoral misinformation, making personal data safer, and battling to keep
technology a force for good instead of for surveillance and oppression. Cult of the Dead
Cow shows how governments, corporations, and criminals came to hold immense
power over individuals and how we can fight back against them.
FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER PRIZE • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A bewitching
story collection from a writer hailed as “the most darkly playful voice in American
fiction” (Michael Chabon) and “a national treasure” (Neil Gaiman). NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BookPage • BuzzFeed • Chicago Tribune •
Kirkus Reviews • NPR • San Francisco Chronicle • Slate • Time • Toronto Star • The
Washington Post She has been hailed by Michael Chabon as “the most darkly playful
voice in American fiction” and by Neil Gaiman as “a national treasure.” Now Kelly
Link’s eagerly awaited new collection—her first for adult readers in a decade—proves
indelibly that this bewitchingly original writer is among the finest we have. Link has won
an ardent following for her ability, with each new short story, to take readers deeply into
an unforgettable, brilliantly constructed fictional universe. The nine exquisite examples
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in this collection show her in full command of her formidable powers. In “The Summer
People,” a young girl in rural North Carolina serves as uneasy caretaker to the
mysterious, never-quite-glimpsed visitors who inhabit the cottage behind her house. In
“I Can See Right Through You,” a middle-aged movie star makes a disturbing trip to
the Florida swamp where his former on- and off-screen love interest is shooting a ghosthunting reality show. In “The New Boyfriend,” a suburban slumber party takes an
unusual turn, and a teenage friendship is tested, when the spoiled birthday girl opens
her big present: a life-size animated doll. Hurricanes, astronauts, evil twins,
bootleggers, Ouija boards, iguanas, The Wizard of Oz, superheroes, the Pyramids . . .
These are just some of the talismans of an imagination as capacious and as full of
wonder as that of any writer today. But as fantastical as these stories can be, they are
always grounded by sly humor and an innate generosity of feeling for the frailty—and the
hidden strengths—of human beings. In Get in Trouble, this one-of-a-kind talent expands
the boundaries of what short fiction can do. Praise for Get in Trouble “Ridiculously
brilliant . . . These stories make you laugh while staring into the void.”—The Boston
Globe “When it comes to literary magic, Link is the real deal: clever, surprising,
affecting, fluid and funny.”—San Francisco Chronicle
What Cablegate tells us about the reach and ambitions of US Empire. Published in
collaboration with WikiLeaks. WikiLeaks came to prominence in 2010 with the release
of 251,287 top-secret State Department cables, which revealed to the world what the
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US government really thinks about national leaders, friendly dictators, and supposed
allies. It brought to the surface the dark truths of crimes committed in our name: human
rights violations, covert operations, and cover-ups. The WikiLeaks Files exposes the
machinations of the United States as it imposes a new form of imperialism on the world,
one founded on tactics from torture to military action, to trade deals and “soft power,”
in the perpetual pursuit of expanding influence. The book also includes an introduction
by Julian Assange examining the ongoing debates about freedom of information,
international surveillance, and justice. An introduction by Julian Assange—writing on the
subject for the first time—exposes the ongoing debates about freedom of information,
international surveillance, and justice. With contributions by Dan Beeton, Phyllis Bennis,
Michael Busch, Peter Certo, Conn Hallinan, Sarah Harrison, Richard Heydarian, Dahr
Jamail, Jake Johnston, Alexander Main, Robert Naiman, Francis Njubi Nesbitt, Linda
Pearson, Gareth Porter, Tim Shorrock, Russ Wellen, and Stephen Zunes.
Secrets and Leaks examines the complex relationships among executive power,
national security, and secrecy. State secrecy is vital for national security, but it can also
be used to conceal wrongdoing. How then can we ensure that this power is used
responsibly? Typically, the onus is put on lawmakers and judges, who are expected to
oversee the executive. Yet because these actors lack access to the relevant
information and the ability to determine the harm likely to be caused by its disclosure,
they often defer to the executive's claims about the need for secrecy. As a result,
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potential abuses are more often exposed by unauthorized disclosures published in the
press. But should such disclosures, which violate the law, be condoned? Drawing on
several cases, Rahul Sagar argues that though whistleblowing can be morally justified,
the fear of retaliation usually prompts officials to act anonymously--that is, to "leak"
information. As a result, it becomes difficult for the public to discern when an
unauthorized disclosure is intended to further partisan interests. Because such
disclosures are the only credible means of checking the executive, Sagar writes, they
must be tolerated, and, at times, even celebrated. However, the public should treat
such disclosures skeptically and subject irresponsible journalism to concerted criticism.
A behind-the-scenes look at some of the less favorable aspects of today's surveillancebased society discusses how the government and private marketing companies are
using modern technology to protect homeland security and fight the war on terror at the
expense of personal privacy and civil liberties. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Cyberspace is all around us. We depend on it for everything we do. We have
reengineered our business, governance, and social relations around a planetary
network unlike any before it. But there are dangers looming, and malign forces are
threatening to transform this extraordinary domain. In Black Code, Ronald J. Deibert, a
leading expert on digital technology, security, and human rights, lifts the lid on
cyberspace and shows what's at stake for Internet users and citizens. As cyberspace
develops in unprecedented ways, powerful agents are scrambling for control. Predatory
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cyber criminal gangs such as Koobface have made social media their stalking ground.
The discovery of Stuxnet, a computer worm reportedly developed by Israel and the
United States and aimed at Iran's nuclear facilities, showed that state cyberwar is now
a very real possibility. Governments and corporations are in collusion and are setting
the rules of the road behind closed doors. This is not the way it was supposed to be.
The Internet's original promise of a global commons of shared knowledge and
communications is now under threat. Drawing on the first-hand experiences of one of
the most important protagonists in the battle — the Citizen Lab and its global network of
frontline researchers, who have spent more than a decade cracking cyber espionage
rings and uncovering attacks on citizens and NGOs worldwide — Black Code takes
readers on a fascinating journey into the battle for cyberspace. Thought-provoking,
compelling, and sometimes frightening, it is a wakeup call to citizens who have come to
take the Internet for granted. Cyberspace is ours, it is what we make of it, Deibert
argues, and we need to act now before it slips through our grasp.
Daniel Suarez’s New York Times bestselling debut high-tech thriller is “so frightening even the
government has taken note” (Entertainment Weekly). Daemons: computer programs that
silently run in the background, waiting for a specific event or time to execute. They power
almost every service. They make our networked world possible. But they also make it
vulnerable... When the obituary of legendary computer game architect Matthew Sobol appears
online, a previously dormant daemon activates, initiating a chain of events that begins to
unravel our interconnected world. This daemon reads news headlines, recruits human
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followers, and orders assassinations. With Sobol’s secrets buried with him, and as new layers
of his daemon are unleashed, it’s up to Detective Peter Sebeck to stop a self-replicating virtual
killer before it achieves its ultimate purpose—one that goes far beyond anything Sebeck could
have imagined...
No Place to HideEdward Snowden, the NSA, and the U.S. Surveillance StateMetropolitan
Books
John Rennie is an officer in the SIS. Unshakeable dedicated Rennie is a true professional. He
is sent to Paris to investigate the kidnapping of another SIS officer. The trail leads him to
Amsterdam and to the Arab terrorist cell responsible for the abduction. Rennie is ordered to
snatch the children of a prominent Arab and the SIS officer is released. But Rennie is not
happy about the distress caused to the children and he resigns threatening to expose the SIS
'dirty tricks' department. Tipped off that he is to be eliminated he makes his way secretly to
Canada with his drop-out girlfriend from Amsterdam. But escaping his old life could never be
so easy...
In 2019, award-winning journalist Glenn Greenwald writes in this gripping new book, "a series
of events commenced that once again placed me at the heart of a sustained and explosive
journalistic controversy." New reporting by Greenwald and his team of Brazilian journalists
brought to light stunning information about grave corruption, deceit, and wrongdoing by the
most powerful political actors in Brazil, his home since 2005. These stories, based on a
massive trove of previously undisclosed telephone calls, audio, and text shared by an
anonymous source, came to light only months after the January 2019 inauguration of Brazil 's
far-right president, Jair Bolsonaro, an ally of President Trump. The revelations "had an
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explosive impact on Brazilian politics" (The Guardian) and prompted serious rancor, including
direct attacks by President Bolsonaro himself, and ultimately an attempt by the government to
criminally prosecute Greenwald for his reporting. "A wave of death threats--in a country where
political violence is commonplace--have poured in, preventing me from ever leaving my house
for any reason without armed guards and an armored vehicle," Greenwald writes. Securing
Democracy takes readers on a fascinating ride through Brazilian politics as Greenwald, his
husband, the left-wing Congressman David Miranda, and a powerful opposition movement
courageously challenge political corruption, homophobia, and tyranny. While coming at serious
personal costs for himself and his family, Greenwald writes, "I have no doubt at all that the
revelations we were able to bring to the public strengthened Brazilian democracy in an
enduring and fundamental way. I believe we righted wrongs, reversed injustices, and exposed
grave corruption." The story, he concludes, "highlights the power of transparency and the
reason why a free press remains the essential linchpin for securing democracy."
Now a major motion picture, directed by Oliver Stone and starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt.
Edward Snowden was a 29-year-old computer genius working for the National Security Agency
when he shocked the world by exposing the near-universal mass surveillance programs of the
United States government. His whistleblowing has shaken the leaders of nations worldwide,
and generated a passionate public debate on the dangers of global monitoring and the threat
to individual privacy. In a tour de force of investigative journalism that reads like a spy novel,
award-winning Guardian reporter Luke Harding tells Snowden’s astonishing story—from the
day he left his glamorous girlfriend in Honolulu carrying a hard drive full of secrets, to the
weeks of his secret-spilling in Hong Kong, to his battle for asylum and his exile in Moscow. For
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the first time, Harding brings together the many sources and strands of the story—touching on
everything from concerns about domestic spying to the complicity of the tech sector—while also
placing us in the room with Edward Snowden himself. The result is a gripping insider
narrative—and a necessary and timely account of what is at stake for all of us in the new digital
age.
THE INSIDE ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS DOCUMENTED IN LAURA POITRAS'S
CITIZENFOUR Glenn Greenwald's No Place to Hide is the story of one of the greatest national
security leaks in US history. In June 2013, reporter and political commentator Glenn
Greenwald published a series of reports in the Guardian which rocked the world. The reports
revealed shocking truths about the extent to which the National Security Agency had been
gathering information about US citizens and intercepting communication worldwide, and were
based on documents leaked by former National Security Agency employee Edward Snowden
to Greenwald. Including new revelations from documents entrusted to Greenwald by Snowden,
this essential book tells the story of Snowden and the NSA and examines the far-reaching
consequences of the government's surveillance program, both in the US and abroad. 'The first
thing I do when I turn on the computer in the morning is go to Glenn Greenwald's blog. He is
truly one of our greatest writers right now' Michael Moore 'The most important voice to have
entered the political discourse in years' Bill Moyers Glenn Greenwald is the author of several
US bestsellers, including How Would A Patriot Act?, and A Tragic Legacy. Acclaimed as one of
the twenty-five most influential political commentators by The Atlantic, Greenwald is a former
constitutional law and civil rights attorney. He has been a columnist for the Guardian since
August 2012 and his work has appeared in numerous newspapers and political news
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magazines, including The New York Times and the Los Angeles Times.
So much to read, so little time? This brief overview of No Place to Hide tells you what you need
to know—before or after you read Glenn Greenwald’s book. Crafted and edited with care,
Worth Books set the standard for quality and give you the tools you need to be a well-informed
reader. This short summary and analysis of No Place to Hide includes: Historical context
Chapter-by-chapter overviews Character profiles Detailed timeline of key events Important
quotes and analysis Fascinating trivia Glossary of terms Supporting material to enhance your
understanding of the original work About No Place to Hide: Edward Snowden, the NSA, and
the U.S. Surveillance State by Glenn Greenwald: Journalist and constitutional lawyer Glenn
Greenwald’s No Place to Hide is a personal narrative about his communication with Edward
Snowden and an extensive exploration of the true nature, size, and impact of global NSA
surveillance. Greenwald’s book is a fascinating firsthand account that explores issues of
privacy in the digital age; the reach of the NSA; and its power to watch our every move,
monitor trade negotiations, and coerce citizens into action. The summary and analysis in this
ebook are intended to complement your reading experience and bring you closer to a great
work of nonfiction.
A new approach to help kids with ADHD and LD succeed in andoutside the classroom This
groundbreaking book addresses the consequences of theunabated stress associated with
Learning disabilities and ADHD andthe toxic, deleterious impact of this stress on kids'
academiclearning, social skills, behavior, and efficient brain functioning.Schultz draws upon
three decades of work as a neuropsychologist,teacher educator, and school consultant to
address this gap. Thisbook can help change the way parents and teachers think about whykids
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with LD and ADHD find school and homework so toxic. It willalso offer an abundant supply of
practical, understandablestrategies that have been shown to reduce stress at school and
athome. Offers a new way to look at why kids with ADHD/LD struggle atschool Provides
effective strategies to reduce stress in kids withADHD and LD Includes helpful rating scales,
checklists, and printablecharts to use at school and home This important resource is written by
a faculty member ofHarvard Medical School in the Department of Psychiatry and
formerclassroom teacher.
The fascinating history and unnerving future of high-tech aerial surveillance, from its secret
military origins to its growing use on American citizens Eyes in the Sky is the authoritative
account of how the Pentagon secretly developed a godlike surveillance system for monitoring
America's enemies overseas, and how it is now being used to watch us in our own backyards.
Whereas a regular aerial camera can only capture a small patch of ground at any given time,
this system—and its most powerful iteration, Gorgon Stare—allow operators to track thousands
of moving targets at once, both forwards and backwards in time, across whole city-sized areas.
When fused with big-data analysis techniques, this network can be used to watch everything
simultaneously, and perhaps even predict attacks before they happen. In battle, Gorgon Stare
and other systems like it have saved countless lives, but when this technology is deployed over
American cities—as it already has been, extensively and largely in secret—it has the potential to
become the most nightmarishly powerful visual surveillance system ever built. While it may
well solve serious crimes and even help ease the traffic along your morning commute, it could
also enable far more sinister and dangerous intrusions into our lives. This is closed-circuit
television on steroids. Facebook in the heavens. Drawing on extensive access within the
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Pentagon and in the companies and government labs that developed these devices, Eyes in
the Sky reveals how a top-secret team of mad scientists brought Gorgon Stare into existence,
how it has come to pose an unprecedented threat to our privacy and freedom, and how we
might still capitalize on its great promise while avoiding its many perils.
Eastlake is the kind of place where 'nice' people live – nice, well-off, civilised people. People
who know all about each other and where everyone knows everyone else's business – rather
like living in a goldfish bowl. So when scanners are set up in the self-service shop in an
attempt to catch petty shoplifters, it comes as rather a surprise when some dark secrets begin
to emerge. A perfect opportunity for blackmailers….
In today's hyper-connected society, understanding the mechanisms of trust is crucial. Issues of
trust are critical to solving problems as diverse as corporate responsibility, global warming, and
the political system. In this insightful and entertaining book, Schneier weaves together ideas
from across the social and biological sciences to explain how society induces trust. He shows
the unique role of trust in facilitating and stabilizing human society. He discusses why and how
trust has evolved, why it works the way it does, and the ways the information society is
changing everything.
Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains, charged with towering questions of good and
evil, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a philosophical revolution told in the form of
an action thriller—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read. Who is John Galt? When he says that he will stop the motor of the world, is he
a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have to fight his battles not against his enemies but
against those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest battle against the woman he
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loves? You will know the answer to these questions when you discover the reason behind the
baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and women in this book. You
will discover why a productive genius becomes a worthless playboy...why a great steel
industrialist is working for his own destruction...why a composer gives up his career on the
night of his triumph...why a beautiful woman who runs a transcontinental railroad falls in love
with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern classic and Rand’s most
extensive statement of Objectivism—her groundbreaking philosophy—offers the reader the
spectacle of human greatness, depicted with all the poetry and power of one of the twentieth
century’s leading artists.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Read with Jenna Book Club Pick as Featured on Today •
A “dazzling” novel that “will break your heart and put it back together again” (J. Courtney
Sullivan, bestselling author of Saints for All Occasions) about a young boy who must learn to
go on after surviving tragedy NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • Parade • LibraryReads • “A reading experience that leaves you profoundly
altered for the better . . . Don’t miss this one.”—Jodi Picoult, bestselling author of Small Great
Things and A Spark of Light What does it mean not just to survive, but to truly live? One
summer morning, twelve-year-old Edward Adler, his beloved older brother, his parents, and
183 other passengers board a flight in Newark headed for Los Angeles. Among them are a
Wall Street wunderkind, a young woman coming to terms with an unexpected pregnancy, an
injured veteran returning from Afghanistan, a business tycoon, and a free-spirited woman
running away from her controlling husband. Halfway across the country, the plane crashes.
Edward is the sole survivor. Edward’s story captures the attention of the nation, but he
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struggles to find a place in a world without his family. He continues to feel that a part of himself
has been left in the sky, forever tied to the plane and all of his fellow passengers. But then he
makes an unexpected discovery—one that will lead him to the answers of some of life’s most
profound questions: When you’ve lost everything, how do you find the strength to put one foot
in front of the other? How do you learn to feel safe again? How do you find meaning in your
life? Dear Edward is at once a transcendent coming-of-age story, a multidimensional portrait of
an unforgettable cast of characters, and a breathtaking illustration of all the ways a broken
heart learns to love again. Praise for Dear Edward “Dear Edward made me think, nod in
recognition, care about its characters, and cry, and you can’t ask more of a novel than
that.”—Emma Donoghue, New York Times bestselling author of Room “Weaving past and
present into a profoundly beautiful, page-turning story of mystery, loss, and wonder, Dear
Edward is a meditation on survival, but more important, it is about carving a life worth living. It
is about love and hope and caring for others, and all the transitory moments that bind us
together.”—Hannah Tinti, author of The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley and The Good Thief
From "the most important voice to have entered the political discourse in years" (Bill Moyers), a
scathing critique of the two-tiered system of justice that has emerged in America From the
nation's beginnings, the law was to be the great equalizer in American life, the guarantor of a
common set of rules for all. But over the past four decades, the principle of equality before the
law has been effectively abolished. Instead, a two-tiered system of justice ensures that the
country's political and financial class is virtually immune from prosecution, licensed to act
without restraint, while the politically powerless are imprisoned with greater ease and in greater
numbers than in any other country in the world. Starting with Watergate, continuing on through
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the Iran-Contra scandal, and culminating with Obama's shielding of Bush-era officials from
prosecution, Glenn Greenwald lays bare the mechanisms that have come to shield the elite
from accountability. He shows how the media, both political parties, and the courts have
abetted a process that has produced torture, war crimes, domestic spying, and financial fraud.
Cogent, sharp, and urgent, this is a no-holds-barred indictment of a profoundly un-American
system that sanctions immunity at the top and mercilessness for everyone else.
The fully updated classic guide to the mechanics of securities processing—a must for
professional investors This third edition of After the Trade Is Made reflects the changes that
have taken place in recent years as a result of new products, technological breakthroughs, and
the globalization of the securities industry. Comprehensive and easy to understand, it provides
brokers, operations personnel, and individual investors with definitive and up-to-the-minute
explanations of each step in the trading process—from the moment a customer decides to buy
or sell a security through the final requirements of record keeping. Written for both securities
professionals and individual investors, whether domestic or in other countries, this new edition
clearly explains the core of underwritings, new and established trading markets, transaction
processing, margin, and more—while providing critical insights into the most recent wave of
industry changes. David M. Weiss, a veteran securities professional, traces the entire process
of buying or selling a security, from order management to transaction processing to the final
posting on the firm’s books and records. He covers the specialized attributes of each function
in a typical brokerage firm, as well as their relationships with commercial banks, transfer
agents, clearing corporations, and depositories. After the Trade Is Made is the definitive
resource for anyone eager to understand and confidently navigate the vast and often surprising
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world of securities.
A groundbreaking look at the NSA surveillance scandal, from the reporter who broke the story,
Glenn Greenwald, star of Citizenfour, the Academy Award-winning documentary on Edward
Snowden In May 2013, Glenn Greenwald set out for Hong Kong to meet an anonymous source
who claimed to have astonishing evidence of pervasive government spying and insisted on
communicating only through heavily encrypted channels. That source turned out to be the
29-year-old NSA contractor and whistleblower Edward Snowden, and his revelations about the
agency's widespread, systemic overreach proved to be some of the most explosive and
consequential news in recent history, triggering a fierce debate over national security and
information privacy. As the arguments rage on and the government considers various
proposals for reform, it is clear that we have yet to see the full impact of Snowden's
disclosures. Now for the first time, Greenwald fits all the pieces together, recounting his highintensity ten-day trip to Hong Kong, examining the broader implications of the surveillance
detailed in his reporting for The Guardian, and revealing fresh information on the NSA's
unprecedented abuse of power with never-before-seen documents entrusted to him by
Snowden himself. Going beyond NSA specifics, Greenwald also takes on the establishment
media, excoriating their habitual avoidance of adversarial reporting on the government and
their failure to serve the interests of the people. Finally, he asks what it means both for
individuals and for a nation's political health when a government pries so invasively into the
private lives of its citizens—and considers what safeguards and forms of oversight are
necessary to protect democracy in the digital age. Coming at a landmark moment in American
history, No Place to Hide is a fearless, incisive, and essential contribution to our understanding
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of the U.S. surveillance state.
“Engrossing. . . . Gellman [is] a thorough, exacting reporter . . . a marvelous narrator for this
particular story, as he nimbly guides us through complex technical arcana and some stubborn
ethical questions. . . . Dark Mirror would be simply pleasurable to read if the story it told didn’t
also happen to be frighteningly real.” —Jennifer Szalai, The New York Times From the threetime Pulitzer Prize winner and author of the New York Times bestseller Angler, the definitive
master narrative of Edward Snowden and the modern surveillance state, based on unique
access to Snowden and groundbreaking reportage around the world. Edward Snowden
touched off a global debate in 2013 when he gave Barton Gellman, Laura Poitras and Glenn
Greenwald each a vast and explosive archive of highly classified files revealing the extent of
the American government’s access to our every communication. They shared the Pulitzer
Prize that year for public service. For Gellman, who never stopped reporting, that was only the
beginning. He jumped off from what Snowden gave him to track the reach and methodology of
the U.S. surveillance state and bring it to light with astonishing new clarity. Along the way, he
interrogated Snowden’s own history and found important ways in which myth and reality do
not line up. Gellman treats Snowden with respect, but this is no hagiographic account, and
Dark Mirror sets the record straight in ways that are both fascinating and important. Dark Mirror
is the story that Gellman could not tell before, a gripping inside narrative of investigative
reporting as it happened and a deep dive into the machinery of the surveillance state. Gellman
recounts the puzzles, dilemmas and tumultuous events behind the scenes of his work – in top
secret intelligence facilities, in Moscow hotel rooms, in huddles with Post lawyers and editors,
in Silicon Valley executive suites, and in encrypted messages from anonymous accounts.
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Within the book is a compelling portrait of national security journalism under pressure from
legal threats, government investigations, and foreign intelligence agencies intent on stealing
Gellman’s files. Throughout Dark Mirror, Gellman wages an escalating battle against unknown
adversaries who force him to mimic their tradecraft in self-defense. With the vivid and insightful
style that is the author’s trademark, Dark Mirror is a true-life spy tale about the surveillanceindustrial revolution and its discontents. Along the way, with the benefit of fresh reporting, it
tells the full story of a government leak unrivaled in drama since All the President’s Men.
This "profound and disturbing" (New York Times Book Review) bestseller written by a
Guantánamo prisoner is now a major feature film starring Tahar Rahim and Jodie Foster.
When The Mauritanian was first published as Guantánamo Diary in 2015—heavily redacted by
the U.S. government—Mohamedou Ould Slahi was still imprisoned at the detainee camp in
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, despite a federal court ruling ordering his release, and it was unclear
when or if he would ever see freedom. In October 2016 he was finally released and reunited
with his family. During his fourteen-year imprisonment the United States never charged him
with a crime. Now he is able to tell his story in full, with previously censored material restored.
This searing diary is not merely a vivid record of a miscarriage of justice, but a deeply personal
memoir—terrifying, darkly humorous, and surprisingly gracious. The Mauritanian is a document
of immense emotional power and historical importance.
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary of the book and NOT the original book. No Place to Hide:
A 30-minute Summary of Glenn Greenwald's book Inside this Instaread Summary:Overview of
the entire bookIntroduction to the Important people in the bookSummary and analysis of all the
chapters in the bookKey Takeaways of the bookA Reader's Perspective Preview of this
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summary: Chapter 1 Edward Snowden first contacted Glenn Greenwald on December 1, 2012,
using the alias name Cincinnatus. Snowden is a former Senior Advisor to the NSA, a former
Field Officer with the CIA, and a former lecturer for the United States Defense Intelligence
Agency. He had confidential information he wanted to share with Greenwald, but would only do
it if he knew their connection was secure. Greenwald is a journalist known for his reporting on
the wrongdoings of the National Security Agency (NSA). Snowden wanted Greenwald to use
PGP (pretty good privacy) encryption on his computer so that he could safely send him some
information that he had gathered. Although Greenwald considered adding these extra security
measures to his computer, he was very busy with other things and did not want to take the
time to put the complicated software in place. Snowden sent him a guide on how to add the
encryption, but Greenwald still took no action. Snowden offered to find someone who could
help Greenwald install the system. Without positive proof that the information Snowden had
was really newsworthy, Greenwald did not feel motivated to take the steps necessary to install
the PGP encryption. However, without a secure form of communication in place, Snowden was
unwilling to risk sharing the information he had with Greenwald. This communication between
the two took place over several weeks and then came to a standstill. On April 18, Laura Poitras
contacted Greenwald. Laura Poitras is a documentary filmmaker who is known for fearlessly
taking risks in making her films. She made three films about the conduct of the United States
during the war on terror, which made her a target of government officials whenever she
entered or left the country. Poitras wanted to talk to Greenwald about something but would
only do it in person and in private in a secure location...
This is a summary of No Place to Hide: Edward Snowden, the NSA, and the U.S. Surveillance
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State by Glenn Greenwald…. Summarized by J.J. Holt
A critical look at George W. Bush, his administration, and its legacy argues that Bush's
ignorant, black-and-white view of the world, as well as the complex domestic issues of the
time, the incompetence of his cronies during hurricane Katrina, and the increasing lack of
Middle East stability, will have profound implications for the United States and its future.
Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
“A book about secrets and surveillance . . . [from] one of the great forces on the side of clarity,
democracy, openness, and really good writing” (Rebecca Solnit, author of Hope in the Dark).
In 1964, a book entitled The Invisible Government shocked Americans with its revelations of a
growing world of intelligence agencies playing fast and loose around the planet, a secret
government lodged inside the one they knew that even the president didn’t fully control.
Almost half a century later, everything about that “invisible government” has grown vastly
larger, more disturbing, and far more visible. In his new book, Tom Engelhardt takes in
something new under the sun: what is no longer, as in the 1960s, a national security state, but
a global security one, fighting secret wars that have turned the president into an assassin-inchief. Shadow Government offers a powerful survey of a democracy of the wealthy that your
grandparents wouldn’t have recognized. “Tom Engelhardt is an iconoclast . . . Again and
again, he goes to the heart of the matter, drawing on his awesomely wide reading, his
knowledge of history, and his acute political radar system.” —Adam Hochschild, author of King
Leopold’s Ghost and Mirror at Midnight “This collection, focused on the new Orwellianism, is
some of the finest writing and finest public service gathered together in book form for your
portable pleasure and outrage.” —Rebecca Solnit of Call Them by Their True Names “Tom
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Engelhardt’s writing on the new forms of government surveillance is crucial because he has
spent a lifetime studying the rise of the national security state.” —Juan Cole, professor of
history at the University of Michigan
A groundbreaking and endlessly surprising history of how artisans created America, from the
nation's origins to the present day. At the center of the United States' economic and social
development, according to conventional wisdom, are industry and technology-while
craftspeople and handmade objects are relegated to a bygone past. Renowned historian Glenn
Adamson turns that narrative on its head in this innovative account, revealing makers' central
role in shaping America's identity. Examine any phase of the nation's struggle to define itself,
and artisans are there-from the silversmith Paul Revere and the revolutionary carpenters and
blacksmiths who hurled tea into Boston Harbor, to today's “maker movement.” From Mother
Jones to Rosie the Riveter. From Betsy Ross to Rosa Parks. From suffrage banners to the
AIDS Quilt. Adamson shows that craft has long been implicated in debates around equality,
education, and class. Artisanship has often been a site of resistance for oppressed people,
such as enslaved African-Americans whose skilled labor might confer hard-won agency under
bondage, or the Native American makers who adapted traditional arts into statements of
modernity. Theirs are among the array of memorable portraits of Americans both celebrated
and unfamiliar in this richly peopled book. As Adamson argues, these artisans' stories speak to
our collective striving toward a more perfect union. From the beginning, America had to be-and
still remains to be-crafted.
Safeguarding Our Privacy and Our Values in an Age of Mass Surveillance America’s mass
surveillance programs, once secret, can no longer be ignored. While Edward Snowden began
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the process in 2013 with his leaks of top secret documents, the Obama administration’s own
reforms have also helped bring the National Security Agency and its programs of signals
intelligence collection out of the shadows. The real question is: What should we do about mass
surveillance? Timothy Edgar, a long-time civil liberties activist who worked inside the
intelligence community for six years during the Bush and Obama administrations, believes that
the NSA’s programs are profound threat to the privacy of everyone in the world. At the same
time, he argues that mass surveillance programs can be made consistent with democratic
values, if we make the hard choices needed to bring transparency, accountability, privacy, and
human rights protections into complex programs of intelligence collection. Although the NSA
and other agencies already comply with rules intended to prevent them from spying on
Americans, Edgar argues that the rules—most of which date from the 1970s—are inadequate for
this century. Reforms adopted during the Obama administration are a good first step but, in his
view, do not go nearly far enough. Edgar argues that our communications today—and the
national security threats we face—are both global and digital. In the twenty first century, the only
way to protect our privacy as Americans is to do a better job of protecting everyone’s privacy.
Beyond Surveillance: Privacy, Mass Surveillance, and the Struggle to Reform the NSA
explains both why and how we can do this, without sacrificing the vital intelligence capabilities
we need to keep ourselves and our allies safe. If we do, we set a positive example for other
nations that must confront challenges like terrorism while preserving human rights. The United
States already leads the world in mass surveillance. It can lead the world in mass surveillance
reform.
An enlightening narrative exploring an oft-overlooked aspect of the sixteenth president's life,
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An American Marriage reveals the tragic story of Abraham Lincoln’s marriage to Mary Todd.
Abraham Lincoln was apparently one of those men who regarded “connubial bliss” as an
untenable fantasy. During the Civil War, he pardoned a Union soldier who had deserted the
army to return home to wed his sweetheart. As the president signed a document sparing the
soldier's life, Lincoln said: “I want to punish the young man—probably in less than a year he will
wish I had withheld the pardon.” Based on thirty years of research, An American Marriage
describes and analyzes why Lincoln had good reason to regret his marriage to Mary Todd.
This revealing narrative shows that, as First Lady, Mary Lincoln accepted bribes and
kickbacks, sold permits and pardons, engaged in extortion, and peddled influence. The reader
comes to learn that Lincoln wed Mary Todd because, in all likelihood, she seduced him and
then insisted that he protect her honor. Perhaps surprisingly, the 5’2” Mrs. Lincoln often
physically abused her 6’4” husband, as well as her children and servants; she humiliated her
husband in public; she caused him, as president, to fear that she would disgrace him publicly.
Unlike her husband, she was not profoundly opposed to slavery and hardly qualifies as the
“ardent abolitionist” that some historians have portrayed. While she providid a useful stimulus
to his ambition, she often “crushed his spirit,” as his law partner put it. In the end, Lincoln may
not have had as successful a presidency as he did—where he showed a preternatural ability to
deal with difficult people—if he had not had so much practice at home.
"After details of American government surveillance were published in 2013, Edward Snowden,
formerly a subcontracted IT analyst for the NSA, became the center of an international
controversy: was he a hero, traitor, whistleblower, spy? Was his theft legitimized by the nature
of the information he exposed? When is it necessary for governmental transparency to give
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way to subterfuge? Edward Jay Epstein [examines] these and other questions, delving into
both how our secrets were taken and the man who took them"--Amazon.com.
GLENN GREENWALD is the author of several best sellers, including How Would a Patriot
Act? and With Liberty and Justice for Some. Acclaimed as one of the 25 most influential
political commentators by The Atlantic and one of the Top 100 Global Thinkers by Foreign
Policy for 2013, Greenwald is a former constitutional law and civil rights attorney. He was a
columnist for The Guardian until October, 2013, and is now building a new media organization.
He is a frequent guest on CNN, MSNBC and various other television and radio outlets. His
NSA reporting in 2013 has won numerous awards, including the top investigative journalism
award for the 2013 Online Journalism Association, the Esso Award for Excellence in Reporting
(the Brazilian equivalent of the Pulitzer Prize), and the 2013 Pioneer Award from Electronic
Frontier Foundation. He is also the recipient of the first annual I.F. Stone Award for
Independent Journalism in 2009 and the 2010 Online Journalism Association Award for his
investigative work on the arrest and detention of Bradley Manning. He is a frequent guest
lecturer on college campuses and his work has appeared in many newspapers and political
news magazines, including The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times and The American
Conservative.

Reading is a revolutionary act, an act of engagement in a culture that wants us to
disengage. In The Lost Art of Reading, David L. Ulin asks a number of timely
questions - why is literature important? What does it offer, especially now?
Blending commentary with memoir, Ulin addresses the importance of the simple
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act of reading in an increasingly digital culture. Reading a book, flipping through
hard pages, or shuffling them on screen - it doesn't matter. The key is the act of
reading, and it's seriousness and depth. Ulin emphasizes the importance of
reflection and pause allowed by stopping to read a book, and the accompanying
focus required to let the mind run free in a world that is not one's own. Are we
willing to risk our collective interest in contemplation, nuanced thinking, and
empathy? Far from preaching to the choir, The Lost Art of Reading is a call to
arms, or rather, to pages.
An unexpected guest appears one night and perplexes the family with its strange
habits
Proposes that a creeping extremism has taken hold of the federal government
and, to remain true to America's founding principles, argues that society must
fight against the president's unlimited and unchecked powers.
For the first time, the Cambridge Analytica whistleblower tells the inside story of
the data mining and psychological manipulation behind the election of Donald
Trump and the Brexit referendum, connecting Facebook, WikiLeaks, Russian
intelligence, and international hackers. “Mindf*ck demonstrates how digital
influence operations, when they converged with the nasty business of politics,
managed to hollow out democracies.”—The Washington Post Mindf*ck goes deep
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inside Cambridge Analytica’s “American operations,” which were driven by
Steve Bannon’s vision to remake America and fueled by mysterious billionaire
Robert Mercer’s money, as it weaponized and wielded the massive store of data
it had harvested on individuals—in excess of 87 million—to disunite the United
States and set Americans against each other. Bannon had long sensed that deep
within America’s soul lurked an explosive tension. Cambridge Analytica had the
data to prove it, and in 2016 Bannon had a presidential campaign to use as his
proving ground. Christopher Wylie might have seemed an unlikely figure to be at
the center of such an operation. Canadian and liberal in his politics, he was only
twenty-four when he got a job with a London firm that worked with the U.K.
Ministry of Defense and was charged putatively with helping to build a team of
data scientists to create new tools to identify and combat radical extremism
online. In short order, those same military tools were turned to political purposes,
and Cambridge Analytica was born. Wylie’s decision to become a whistleblower
prompted the largest data-crime investigation in history. His story is both exposé
and dire warning about a sudden problem born of very new and powerful
capabilities. It has not only laid bare the profound vulnerabilities—and profound
carelessness—in the enormous companies that drive the attention economy, it
has also exposed the profound vulnerabilities of democracy itself. What
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happened in 2016 was just a trial run. Ruthless actors are coming for your data,
and they want to control what you think.
A former constitutional law attorney and best-selling author of A Tragic Legacy
goes behind the scenes of the right-wing's pre-election propaganda to expose
the fraud behind the image created by the Republican Party for their presidential
candidates and to reveal the truth behind the myths and hoaxes they perpetrate.
75,000 first printing.
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